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Rdsumd Nous pr4sentons dans cette communication les premiers r6sultats que nous avons

obtenus dans l'4tude du mouvement de migration de particules sph6riques macroscopiques (dia-
m+tre 45 pm) £ l'int4rieur d'une suspension soumise £ un 6coulement de cisaillement plan al-

ternatif. Le mouvement de dsaiflement est appliqu4 dans deux directions orthogonales avec une

diff4rence de phase de K/2 ("polarisation" circulaire de la vitesse). Un suivi des particules au

cours du temps et une analyse de leurs positions successives nous donnent acc+s au d4place-

ment quadratique moyen des particules «~
=

((R(t) (R(t)))?), qui montre une d6pendance
lin6aire avec le temps. Nous interpr4tons ce comportement de type diffusif

comme r£sultant

des interactions hydrodynamiques subies par chaque particule de la part des autres particules
de la suspension. Ces interactions proviennent de corrections inertiefles de l'4coulement appli-
qu4, non nulles en moyenne sur des temps longs devant la p4riode de l'4coulement altematif.

Nous proposons un mod+le simple du type diffusion brownienne macroscopique pour obtenir

une estimation du coefficient d'autodiffusion aux temps longs.

Abstract, In this communication, we present the preliminary results of a study of the

migration motions of macroscopic spherical particles (diameter 45 pm) in a suspension sub-

mitted to an alternating plane shear flow. The shear flow is applied in two directions which

are both perpendicular and in phase quadrature (circularly polarized shear). By following the

particles in time and analysing their trajectory, we can compute the mean-square displacement
«~

=
((R(t) (R(t)))~) which shows

a
linear behaviour with time. We interpret this diffusive

behaviour as a result of the hydrodynamic interactions experienced by each particle from the

other particles of the suspension. These interactions come from inertial corrections to the ap-
plied flow, of non-zero mean, over long times in comparison with the period of the alternating
shear. We propose a simple model, based on macroscopic Brownian-like diffusion to five an

estimate of the long-time self-diffusion coefficient.

(*) Unit4 de Recherche Assoc14e au C.N.R.S, n° 1325
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1. Introduction.

Hydrodynamic diffusion of solid particles in flowing suspensions has been widely studied in

the last two decades, by experimental [1-3], theoretical [4-7] and numerical techniques [8].
"Hydrodynamic diffusion" means that the diflusional behaviour is a consequence of the shear

flow imposed to the suspension. The shear flow modifies the diffusion, which in the absence

of flow is purely Brownian. The hydrodynamic interactions modify the microstructure which

changes the particle mobility and hence the diffusion [4-6, 8]. This is the case when the Peclet

number Pe
=

fa2/DB is small (f is the shear rate, a the radius of the particles, and DB the

Brownian diffusion coefficient of a single particle). In the opposite case of large Peclet number,
the diffusion is a

direct consequence of the flow, due to velocity fluctuations of a particle, as

a consequence of the multiple interactions with the other particles [1-3, 7]. It is worth noting
that in most of the studies corresponding to this last case, the particle interactions

are
purely

hydrodynamic, and the inertia efsects are negligible.
In this comnJunication, we present our first results for the study of the migration of particles

in a non-Brownian suspension, submitted to an
alternating plane shear flow. The peculiarity

of our study lies in the time-dependent nature of the shear flow. As a consequence, all linear

efsects are erased over long time compared with the period T of the shear, and only the non

linear effects (arising from fluid inertia in our studies) are revealed. These efsects are corrections

to the primary flow (the particle Reynolds number -about 10~~- is small in our
experiments).

The experimental setup allows us to apply the alternating shear along two perpendicular
directions X and Y with

a
phase-difference of x/2 (Fig. la). The velocity at each point of the

fluid is a vector rotating around a vertical axis at an
angular frequency

w =
2x/T (Fig, lb).

Under these conditions, one observes
a

slow migration of the particles of the suspension in

addition to the motion at frequency w; slow means that the characteristic time rs(s stands for

steady) of this motion (time required for a particle to wander over a distance of its diameter)
is much greater than T. The results we present concern the study of the migration motion

of the particles and their analysis. Figure 2 shows a top view photograph of the suspension
submitted to the shear. It appears disordered. The typical value of the migration velocity ~s

of the particles is about ~s =
10 ~m/s, compared with the velocity ~o of the applied shear flow

~o m I cm/s. In section 3, we suggest that the difference between these two values is due to

secondary flows created around the particles by the inertia of the fluid. The secondary flow

is of non-zero mean, over
long times compared with the period of the shear, because of the

quadratic dependence of the velocity of the secondary flow
on

the velocity vo of the primary

flow. This is the same
interpretation as for the formation of structures previously reported [9]

in the case where the shear is applied only in one
direction.

2. Analysis of the particle motion.

In order to study the nature and the origin of the migration motion of the particles, we have

performed a digitizing of their successive positions (~). A video movie of the suspension is

displayed on a video monitor. One particle is followed during the migration by means of
a

digitizing ruler and its positions are recorded into files with
a computer. The procedure is

repeated for
a

few other particles in order to get a
good statistics of the motion of the particles

(in general about twenty particles were
treated). Figure 3 shows the trajectories of the particles

obtained from the files for a
given shear rate.

(~) The set-up will be described in more detail in
a

subsequent paper.
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Fig. i. a) Schematic of the shear cell: the alternating shear is applied along two perpendicular

directions X and f with a
phase-difference of K/2. b) The velocity of the fluid is a vector rotating

around the vertical axis at an
angular frequency
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Fig. 3. Particle trajectories in a
suspension under alternating shear, with two components. Ampli-

tude of each component is 165 s~~. The various symbols correspond to the different particles (one
can

see at the bottom of the figure that some particles have gone out of the field of the camera before the

end of digitizing).

rate of change of the mean-square displacement of the particles, in the limit t » At
:

D
= jim

~ ~~
(l)

t t-m

From the slope of the linear part of the curve of figure 4, one obtains:

~2
D

=
1.94

=
3.2 x

10~~ cm~/s (2)

3. Interpretation of the results.

Here, we give a tentative interpretation of the diffusive-type behaviour of the migration motion

of the particles. As mentioned in paragraph I, there are two main experimental facts:

.
the creation of a steady motion (migration of the particles) from alternating motion (ap-

plied shear flow);

.
the smallness of the migration velocity ~s of the particles compared with the velocity ~o

of the shear flow.

These facts led us to look for an explanation of the migration from the efsect of secondary
flows of non-zero mean

created around the particles (steady streaming at low Reynolds num-

ber). Let us consider the trajectory of the center of a
particle under the efsect of the alternating
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Fig. 4. Mean-square displacement a~(t)
=

((R(t) (R(t)))~) of the particles as a function of time

in the experimental
case of figure 3. «~ is rendered dimensionless by the square of particle diameter a2,

and the time t by the time step At used for the acquisition of the successive positions of the particles
(here At

=
6 s).

shear flow: it is a circle described in
a

time T, the period of the shear (Fig. 5). Along the

trajectory, the particle has
a rotatory motion around a radial axis. Owing to this motion and

the presence of the other particles,
a

secondary flow is created around the particle whose origin
is fluid inertia:

some
fluid is expelled from the particle in the plane perpendicular to the axis

of rotation, and sucked into the particle along this axis. If two particles are not too far from

each other, and if the line joining their centers is in the direction of their axis of rotation at

one time (case of the spheres in solid line in Fig. 5), they will experience a mutual attraction.

A fraction of the period T later (dashed positions of the spheres in Fig. 5), the interaction

will be repulsive; in the same time, the particles could interact with other particles. As time

progresses, each particle experiences a series of such interactions with its neighbours, in turn

repulsive and attractive, depending on their positions on their circular orbits. Contrarily to

the uniaxial oscillating shear, the reversal of the interaction forces between neighbours during

one
period prevents the formation of a long-range order and acts as a source of random

mc-

tion. The cumulative effect of these interactions, over a time much larger than T, results in a

Brownian-like behaviour of the particles.
Let us now give an estimate of the self-difsusion coefficient D of this Brownian-like walk. We

build the coefficient D as the product of the energy associated with the interactions between

particles, p(~o)~ a~ (p is the density of the fluid and ~o the velocity of the applied flow), and

the mobility of the particles, (6xqag(#))~~ (q is the viscosity of the fluid and g(#)
an unknown

function of the particle volume fraction #, which contains the decrease of the particle mobility

as # increase). Hence, we get:

D ~

P(~°)~ ~~
~

P ~~ 7X7Y (3)
6Kqa g(#) 6Kq g(#)
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Fig. 5. Trajectories of two particles under the effect of the applied shear flow. Along their circular

trajectory, the particles rotate around a horizontal axis. The secondary steady flow created by this

rotation induces
an

attraction between two particles if their center-line is parallel to the axis of rotation

(case for the particles in solid line in the figure), and a repulsion if the center-line is perpendicular to

the axis of rotation: this is the case for the same spheres (drawn in dashed fines) at a
time T/4 later.

where we
have replaced v] by the product of the amplitudes of the velocities vex and voY in

the two directions X and Y, because migration disappears as soon as one component of shear

is suppressed. A numerical estimate of D with the values corresponding to the experimental
results presented above and with g(#)

=
I gives an

order of magnitude for D m
10~~ cm~/s,

compared with the experimental value D
=

3.2 x
10~~ cm2 Is (expression (2)). The difserence

between these two values may come
from the approximate evaluation of D (Eq. (3)) and the

existence of unknown prefactors. It will be interesting to study the dependence of D with the

various parameters of the problem; particularly the amplitude of the shear rates, the particle
diameter and the volume fraction #. Further analysis of the migration motion is in progress to

study the influence of these parameters and to test the validity of this model.

4. Conclusion.

We have presented
a

particle migration phenomenon observed in
a macroscopic suspension,

submitted to an alternating plane shear flow. The analysis of the particle motion shows a

difsusive-type behaviour that
we

interpret
as

due to hydrodynamic inertial interactions be-

tween the particles of non-zero mean over the time-scale of observation. A simple model of

macroscopic Brownian-like difsusion is proposed to account for these results.
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